Imaging Staff Engineer - Motorola Mobility (A Google company)

Basic Qualifications - Years of Experience: 3+years

Scope of Responsibility/Expectation:

The candidate would work with a cross functional team to architect a camera solution including HW and SW. The candidate would develop proof of concept and demo code in order to validate HW and SW architectures or support bring up and validation of new solutions. They would support bring up and debugging of issues. They would create a lower level SW/HW architecture and work with internal and external work partners to meet that architecture.

Specific Knowledge/Skills:

Candidate must have experience with both HW and SW as well as skills at debugging and trouble shooting. Candidate should have strong embedded SW capabilities. Experience with android SW architecture and framework is a plus. Candidate must be excellent at working with a team and possess strong documentation skills.

Contact:

Sean Kelly
Vice President of Imaging
Motorola Mobility
seankelly@motorola.com
585-750-9078 (c)
847-523-4118 (o)